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I. OVERVIEW

This paper describes the requirements of a training
demonstrator based on Mixed Reality in the context of the
AMIRE project. The overall objective and idea of the
AMIRE project is to define and implement a software system
that allows content experts to easily design and implement
mixed reality applications without detailed knowledge about
the underlying base technologies of MR. Therefore, it
describes a generic framework that allows an easy
communication between the objects (MR components) used
in the AMIRE applications.
The AMIRE framework uses a component oriented
technology and consists of a the minimal set of components
required for a demonstrator, a reusable GEM collection and a
visual authoring tool for building MR applications. For the
realization of the AMIRE framework we also require an
object tracking system that is cheap and easy to use. These
are features of the ARToolKit library [1]
Most of the current MR applications focus on the
development of AR base technologies, like a lot of projects
in the area of research and development of AR and MR
applications. Many European projects mainly focus on the
development of MR applications for a special domain (e.g.
technical maintenance), such as ARVIKA, STAR, etc. [4].
But none of these projects focused on a structured authoring
approach with reusable components [3] and GEMS. Due to
the complexity of MR/AR applications only MR experts are
able to develop MR/AR applications and prototyping of MR
based applications becomes a very difficult task, because
most research institutes have to develop these applications
from scratch.

Identification of necessary Components. Components that
are required for the implementation are qualified by the
author and must then be supplied in the process of
Content Provision. The author searches the repository for
available Components; those that do not exist must be
created by the Component expert, who in turn must work
with the GEMs expert to assemble Components. When all
Components have been provided, the author begins with
Content Authoring. This includes the integration of all
Components, i.e. adaptation and combination with other
Components. Finally, the author must perform the step of
Application Integration. The application must be made
available to the user within the runtime framework.
Use of the Application. The end user can now operate the
application; development cycles are of course possible and
intended, taking into account that an application goes through
an evolutionary process, needs maintenance, bug fixes,
revision of concepts etc.
The relationships between these tasks and the actors who
partake in this process are shown in Figure 1.
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II. THE AMIRE PRODUCTION PROCESS
The main production process comprises several tasks,
ranging from the recognition of the actual problem to the
final solution in the form of an AR application:
Conception of the Storybook. This task includes a thorough
analysis of requirements and is implemented mainly by the
domain expert. It leads to the

Figure 1 The AMIRE production process
III. THE AMIRE FRAMEWORK
The framework is the glue between GEMs and components.
It holds everything together and supports component
developers as well as gem developers to design new
components or GEMs.

Component developers must use the generic uniform
component interface, which is part of the framework. It
supports the generic configuration of components and the
communication between components. Further it allows the
application programmer or author to make component
instances persistent.
The framework also provides functionality for gem
developers. The provided interfaces are not as generic as the
component interfaces. But in combination with conventions
suggested by the framework GEMs will be integrated fast
and easily into the framework. Therefore plug-in interfaces
will be integrated into the framework. This will make it as
easy as possible to change from one gem to another gem,
which provides the same functionality at another license
policy or performance rate.
Mixed Reality components in AMIRE are the essential
elements in the authoring process. Components represent
solutions for particular domain specific problems and
typically combine and extend AMIRE GEMs towards
advanced high-level features of a MR application.
Components are defined as domain specific elements. From a
high level perspective, they are structured in geometry
models and behaviour. Behaviour could comprise animations
or simulations of behaviour.
Some of the desirable features for AMIRE components
would be the following: Structured, Reusable in different
versions, Reusable in different applications, Extensible,
Flexible. Besides their domain-oriented design, some
components may be useful for several domains due to its
generic characteristics.

by the “Graphics GEMs” series of books that was started in
1990 by Andrew Glassner. The vision and purpose of the
series is to provide directly applicable tips, techniques, and
algorithms for graphics programmers that were derived from
practical experience.
In a similar fashion the AMIRE project will establish a MR
GEM collection of techniques, algorithms and code snipets
with efficient solutions to common programming problems in
mixed reality applications, e.g. pattern based object
recognition, path animation, 3D object loaders or AR
specific image filtering techniques. The MR GEM collection
in AMIRE will not only collect and catalogue existing
solutions but also extend them with meta-information so that
developers can easily identify suitable GEMs for a particular
programming problem. The MR GEM collection will be used
within the AMIRE project for the implementation of higherlevel entities like components and the AMIRE framework itself, and will later also become accessible for use in other
mixed reality projects.
V. SUMMARY
The AMIRE GEM collection aims to provide a useful
ARToolkit repository for the MR developer community.
Therefore, contributions of tricks and solutions from
developers outside the AMIRE context are actively
encouraged to cover the diverse needs of MR application
developers.
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Figure 2: Virtual Glovebox tutorial as AMIRE
demonstrator
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